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Collecting Obsolete and Broken
Bank Notes

A Primer for Syngraphists

By C. JOHN FERRERI

ALTHOUGH many "rag-pickers" have seen or heard
about the issues of paper money referred to as
"obsolete or broken bank notes," relatively few have

actually gotten their feet wet in this area of note col-
lecting. One reason for this reluctance may be the fact
that the average new collector cannot easily find the
answers to his many questions concerning these notes.
I hope this article can help answer some of those typical
questions asked by the neophyte and in some way
strengthen his desire to press on and become involved to
a greater degree in collecting, assembling and cata-
loguing these very historically significant and artistically
executed notes.

Obsolete bank note collecting is quite different from
coin collecting or collecting of U.S. currency. Collectors
of these other numismatic and syngraphic materials in
general have many references with which to evaluate
and catalogue their collections and guide their interests.
With obsoletes, price guides, save for auction catalogs,
the SPMC Wismer revision books and Criswell's catalog,
are practically non-existent. Although the notes in these
catalogs are priced and their rarity established, we must
consider the figures only relative up to this time. It will
be years yet before publications can confidently report
correct values and rarities for these issues. The reason:
not enough specimens of each issue have changed hands
to establish a firm price. This in itself attests to the
rarity of the different issues. Geographical location at
the point of sale also influences price.

HISTORY

During the years 1790 to 1865, the populace was faced
many times with a shortage of specie, this being, of
course, the metallic coins that were legal tender during
that time. The U.S. Government issued only coins and
had no facilities for the printing of paper money. This
void was subsequently filled by the state chartered banks,
reputable businesses, and even downright fraudulent
conspirators. Counterfeiting had its heyday in the early
1800's.

The banks usually issued notes from $1 to as high as
$1000 and some issued in fractions of a dollar. The
merchants who issued notes more often had denominations
of less than a dollar printed. In some states this was the
law, but often it was to facilitate the making of change
during business transactions.

Because of the lax banking laws and auditing controls,
many banks went "bankrupt," some of necessity, some by
design. The notes available today from banks that went
bankrupt are most often termed "broken bank" notes.
Those from institutions that terminated business with
honor or are still in business are referred to as "obsolete"
notes, as they are now not current money and by law do
not have to be redeemed if presented at the bank for
payment.

Some issues are termed "wildcat" notes. These are
nothing more than notes from a bank that was organized
with intent to defraud and located itself in some out-of-
the-way place so as not to be readily found. Many of
these banks were in the wilds. Usually the persons or
officers involved in these banks wanted only to circulate
their paper in exchange for coin or paper of sound banks.
One such bank, the Granite Bank, was supposed to have
operated in Voluntown, Conn. The bank inspectors, it is
said, found no trace of it there nor anyone who had ever
heard of it. Someone became suspicious of it when a

flood of its notes appeared in New York City. Some of
these are still available to collectors.

Many of the available notes today have been passed
down through families as mementos of bygone years.
Many have been found in old bank vaults. It has been
reported more than once that rooms in some old houses
were found to have been wallpapered with this then-
worthless currency.

COLLECTING

One of the nicest things about building a collection of
bank notes is that the collector seemingly has an inex-
haustible list of ways to collect. Some like to collect
notes from their home state or town. Others like notes
from certain engraving firms. Some like notes showing
livLstock, ships, trains, monuments, village scenes, etc.
Collecting notes showing different denominations of coins
is also becoming popular. Still others collect for the
portraits or signatures on these notes. Collecting by
denomination can offer quite a challenge also. One will
find notes good for 8c, 33 1/3 c, $1.25, $4.00 and $6.00 among
others.

Whatever course is chosen, it seems that there are al-
ways some previously unknown issues popping up to add
to the excitement. To seek out all possible hiding places,
a collector may find himself eventually corresponding with
other collectors perhaps thousands of miles away or
traveling to distant shows in hopes of locating something
now. It isn't often that one can find an ample supply of
these notes in one small area.

HOW A BANK NOTE WAS BORN

Assume you are living during the early 1800's and are
to open a bank and want to issue paper money. After
clearance from the State, you employ one or more of the
many bank note engraving companies to print your money.
You probably want distinctive and pretty notes to carry
your bank's name. With this in mind you have the rep-
resentative from the engraver call on you with his many
"salesmen's samples" of notes and together you decide
which vignettes you would like to appear on the notes.
The company puts all this together and then sends you
some finished "proofs" of the different denominations you
will probably use. These proofs look like regulation notes
at first glance but actually are printed on India paper,
which takes a precise impression. After looking over
these proofs and deciding which to have printed for cir-
culation, you send your choices back to the engraver.
After some time and just prior to the printing of the
notes for circulation, you receive from the engraver
the final "specimens." These are printed on regulation
bank note paper and in most cases have cancellation holes
in the areas reserved for the signatures of the bank
president and cashier. These notes can now be used for
reference and comparison against counterfeits that may
show up later on.

Now the time has come to order your stock. Suppose
you decide that for this order you will need 1000 each of
these denominations: $1, $2, $3 and $5. If this is the
case, the engraver prints up 1000 sheets containing the
$1-2-3-5 denominations, and probably in that order from
the top of the sheet to the bottom. These sheets are then
sent to you.

Before the notes can be issued they first must be signed,
dated and cut from the sheet. They then can be put into
circulation through loans to people or withdrawals from
savings. You now have had the experience of issuing
your own paper money!

APPEARANCE

Condition:

Just like anything else, some notes will be found in
perfect condition and others in terrible shape. The paper
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used for these issues was quite durable and was mostly
of rice base. Of course, a better quality note is worth
more than a "rag," the exception here being the crisp
"remainder" notes that on occasion appear in quantity.
These notes are distinguished by the fact that they are
almost always found in extremely high grade; most often
they are not signed or dated. They most likely were re-
cently cut from remainder sheets and sold to meet the
demand. These usually are worth very little even though
most are very attractive. Many notes have fuzzy brown
spots on them. This is called "foxing" and is possibly
caused by moisture. Sometimes one will notice where the
paper is eaten away by the ink of the signature. This is
not uncommon.

Front and Back:

Most of the engraving was on the front of the notes.
The back seldom carried any design at all. Occasionally
an anti-counterfeiting device was printed on the reverse.
To find a vignette there is very rare indeed!

Authenticity:

Counterfeiting was quite popular during this time and
many bad notes circulated for years along with valid
issues. Some counterfeits themselves were works of art.
Authentic notes should show a good quality of engraving.
The eyes will be lifelike, the fingers true in proportion.
There will be good depth to the lathework. Counterfeits
are usually flat or crude and some have a washed-out
appearance. Perhaps the hardest bad bills to detect are
those that were altered from one bank that had closed to

another that was still in business. Here the "con" man's
product is very deceptive.

Preservation:

Many bills have been expertly repaired where they
may have been torn. Some have been backed to another
piece of paper in order to give them some body. Those
repaired with Scotch Tape are recent attempts at pres-
ervation. The best type of holder I have found is made
of acetate. This won't "bleed" the way polyethelene
holders do. A note stored for a couple of hot days in a
polyethelene holder could be ruined for good.

SUMMATION

The bank note collector will soon realize that his
growing collection will be an experience in United States
history and will develop a legacy of its own. He will be
able to follow the development of the engraving industry
in America. He will notice historical events engraved
on these bank notes. He will see signatures of people
who helped mold the history of this nation. He will
associate places, times and perhaps famous events, and
they will have more meaning. He will notice scenery,
possibly of his own home town, and notice landmarks that
are still there today. From the engravings he will notice
the industry of particular areas and how it has changed
to that of today. The final gratification, however, will
come when this collector fully realizes the educational
and historical potential of a bank note collection and is
able to introduce yet another syngraphist to this segment
of our hobby.
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